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ABSTRACT

We apply Lie algebra deformation theory to the problem
of identifying the stable form of the quantum relativis-
tic kinematical algebra. Three possible deformations are
found, which introduce dimensionful constants. We also
argue that, instead of positions, moments should serve as
Lie algebra generators, leading to a radically different in-
terpretation of the nature of the deformations.
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physics; invariant length scale.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the hope of exorcising some of the pathological aspects
of quantum field theory and, more recently, of identify-
ing an algebraic signature of quantum gravity, the idea of
endowing spacetime with a noncommutative nature has
been, over the years, actively pursued. A fairly direct ap-
proach in this direction is to consider possible deforma-
tions of the underlying kinematical Lie algebra (which
codifies the nature of spacetime), led by the reasonable
criterion of stability (see, e.g., (7; 1)). In this paper we
determine the stable form of standard quantum relativis-
tic kinematics. We find three possible deformations, the
physical implications of which depend critically on the
identification of the generators sitting opposite the P ’s
in the Heisenberg commutator — we call them Z’s here,
and argue against their universally accepted interpreta-
tion as position operators. Furthermore, by identifying
them with the moment operators, we show that spacetime
noncommutativity is not an inevitable feature of stability,
contrary to previous claims.

2. LIE ALGEBRA DEFORMATIONS AND THE
CONCEPT OF STABILITY

In this section we briefly review the standard Lie algebra
deformation theory that will be used in the rest of the pa-

per. Relevant references are the original source for this
material (8; 9), and (7), the last one also our main moti-
vation to follow the stability path. For background on Lie
algebra and group cohomology see (4). We deal through-
out with finite-dimensional real Lie algebras.

A Lie algebra G = (V, μ) is constructed by providing
a vector space V with a bilinear antisymmetric prod-
uct μ : V × V → V , which satisfies the Jacobi iden-
tity. Given a basis {TA}, A = 1, . . . , n for V , the
algebra G can be specified by its structure constants,
μ(TA, TB) ≡ [TA, TB ] = i f C

AB TC . Consequently, the
set Ln of n-dimensional real Lie algebras can be repre-
sented geometrically as a hypersurfase embedded in R

N

(with N = n2(n−1)/2) where each f C
AB , A < B, runs

along an axis, and where the Jacobi identities provide the
defining algebraic relations1. The coordinates of a point
P of Ln give the structure constants of the Lie algebra
GP .

GL(N, R) acts on Ln via linear redefinitions of the gen-
erators, T ′

A = M B
A TB , M ∈ GL(N, R), under which

the structure constants transform as

f ′
AB

C = MA
RMB

S(M−1)U
C

fRS
U , (1)

and P moves to PM — the corresponding algebras are
isomorphic. The crucial observation is that there are two
types of algebras in Ln: those that are completely sur-
rounded by isomorphic algebras and those whose neigh-
borhoods include non-isomorphic ones, called stable (or
rigid ) and unstable, respectively.

In physics, structure constants of Lie algebras are often
identified with experimentally determined fundamental
constants of a theory, e.g., � in Heisenberg’s commutator,
or c−2 in the Lorentz algebra. The experimental errors
involved render the position of the corresponding point
in Ln uncertain. If the algebra employed is unstable, the
physical predictions of the theory become ill defined, as
they depend critically on the (unknown) exact values of
the structure constants. If, however, the algebra is stable,

1Ln inherits the natural topology of the structure constants, i.e., that
of the ambient R

N .
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the physical theory based on it will be robust and with a
wider range of validity.

Given a Lie algebra G0 = (V, μ0), a one-parameter (for-
mal) deformation of G0 is given by the deformed commu-
tator

[X, Y ]t = [X, Y ]0 +
∞∑

m=1

ψm(X, Y ) tm , (2)

where t is a formal parameter and the ψm are G-valued,
bilinear antisymmetric maps called 2-cochains (over V ).
The definition is extended in the natural way (i.e., via
p-linearity and total antisymmetry) to p-cochains ψ(p),
which accept p arguments2. The vector space of p-
cochains over V will be denoted by Cp(V ). Notice
that the 1-cochains are simply linear maps from V to
V , the antisymmetry requirement being meaningless in
this case. Also, 0-cochains are constant maps is V , since
they accept no arguments, and may therefore be charac-
terized by their values, making C0(V ) isomorphic to V
itself. Next, given an arbitrary Lie product μ, we de-
fine a coboundary operator sμ, which maps p-cochains
to (p + 1)-cochains, sμ : Cp → Cp+1, according to

sμ � ψ(p)(TA0 , . . . , TAp
)

=
p∑

r=0

(−1)rμ
(
TAr

, ψ(p)(TA1 , . . . , T̂Ar
, . . . , TAp

)
)

+
∑
r<s

(−1)r+s

ψ(p)
(
μ(TAr

, TAs
), TA0 , . . . , T̂Ar

, . . . , T̂As
, . . . , TAp

)
(3)

(hats denote omitted terms). The Jacobi identity sat-
isfied by μ implies that sμ is nilpotent, s2

μ = 0. A
p-cochain annihilated by sμ will be called a p-cocycle,
while a p-cochain in the image of sμ, a trivial p-cocycle
or a p-coboundary, the corresponding vector spaces be-
ing denoted by Zp(V, sμ) and Bp(V, sμ) respectively.
The p-th cohomology group of G is the quotient space
Hp(V, sμ) = Zp(V, sμ)/Bp(V, sμ) in which two p-
cocycles are identified if they differ by a p-coboundary.

Imposing the Jacobi identity on the deformed commuta-
tor (2) and requiring that the t-derivative, at t = 0, van-
ishes, one finds that ψ1 in (2) satisfies sμ0 � ψ1 = 0,
i.e., deformations are generated by 2-cocycles. On the
other hand, effecting a linear redefinition of the genera-
tors with the matrix Mt = I + tQ, one finds that the O(t)
change in μ0 is given by the 2-cochain sμ0 � Q, i.e., triv-
ial deformations are generated by 2-coboundaries. Geo-
metrically, this can be interpreted as follows: the tangent
space TP0Ln to Ln at P0 is (isomorphic to) the space
of integrable (see below) 2-cocycles. The subspace of
TP0Ln leading to isomorphic Lie algebras, i.e., the tan-
gent space to the GL(n)-orbit Orb(P ) is B2, the space of

2When the order p of a cochain ψ needs to emphasized, we will
write ψ(p).

2-coboundaries. A sufficient condition then for the stabil-
ity of G0 is the vanishing of its second cohomology group
H2(G0) ≡ H2(V, sμ0). In view of Whitehead’s lemma,
we conclude that semisimple algebras are stable.

Calculations are simplified with the introduction of the
� product among cochains. Put Altp(V ) = Cp+1(V ),
p ≥ −1, and Alt(V ) =

⊕
p Altp(V ). Then for α ∈

Altm(V ), β ∈ Altn(V ), define the product α � β ∈
Altm+n(V ) by

α � β(X0, . . . , Xm+n) =
∑

σ

sgn(σ)

α
(
β(Xσ(0), . . . , Xσ(n)),Xσ(n+1), . . . , Xσ(m+n)

)
, (4)

where σ ranges over all permutations such that σ(0) <
. . . < σ(n) and σ(n + 1) < . . . < σ(m + n) (these are
known as riffle shuffles with cut at n + 1). The corre-
sponding (graded) commutator of α, β is given by

�α, β� = α � β − (−1)mnβ � α . (5)

It is easy to see that the Jacobi identity for a 2-cochain μ
takes the form μ�μ = 1

2�μ, μ� = 0 and that the action of
sμ on an arbitrary (p + 1)-cochain ψ ∈ Altp(V ) is given
by

sμ � ψ = (−1)p�μ, ψ� ≡ (−1)pDμψ , (6)

where the second equality defines the operator Dμ ≡
�μ, ·�. A useful property of Dμ is that it is a graded
derivation in Alt(V ),

Dμ�α, β� = �Dμα, β� + (−1)m�α, Dμβ� , (7)

where α ∈ Altm(V ) and β ∈ Alt(V ). Eq. (7) allows
an easy derivation of the equation for finite deformations.
If μ is a Lie product, μ′ = μ + φ will also be one if
�μ′, μ′� = 0, from which one gets immediately the defor-
mation equation

Dμφ +
1
2
�φ, φ� = 0 , (8)

which reduces to the cocycle condition for infinitesimal
φ.

Given a Lie algebra G = (V, μ) and a deformation μt =
μ + φt, where φt =

∑∞
n=1 φntn, substituting φt in (8)

results in a series of equations for the φn, one for each
power of t. The equations corresponding to t, t2 and t3,
are

Dμφ1 = 0 , Dμφ2 = −1
2
�φ1, φ1� , Dμφ3 = −�φ1, φ2� .

(9)
The first of (9) says that φ1 is a 2-cocycle. Then the
graded derivation property of Dμ implies that �φ1, φ1�
is a 3-cocycle. The second of (9) may be solved for φ2

provided that this 3-cocycle be a coboundary, which may
not be the case if H3(V,Dμ) is non-trivial. We conclude
that the existence of non-trivial 3-cocycles may render
infinitesimal deformations non-integrable. If �φ1, φ1� is
indeed a trivial 3-cocycle, so that the second of (9) admits



a solution, an obstruction may occur in the next step, i.e.,
in the third of (9), and so on. It can be shown that all
of these obstructions lie in H3, so that, if H3 is trivial,
every non-trivial 2-cocycle is the first order term of some
finite deformation (9). Referring back to our geometrical
image of Ln as a hypersurface in R

N , non-integrable 2-
cocycles correspond to deformation directions that point
outside of Ln but such that, for a little step of order t
along them, the Jacobi identities are violated to order t2,
or higher.

If φ is a (non-trivial) 2-cocycle satisfying �φ, φ� = 0,
then Eq. (8) implies that μ + tφ, for t finite, is a Lie
product, if μ is one. When the dimension of H2 is
greater than one, the vanishing of the anticommutators
�φi, φj�, φi,j ∈ H2, turns the finite deformation space of
G into a vector space, since an arbitrary linear combina-
tion φ of the cocycles also satisfies Eq. (8). Notice that a
non-trivial 2-cocycle satisfying �φ, φ� = 0 leads to non-
isomorphic algebras infinitesimally, but when extended to
a finite deformation it may well lead, for particular values
of t, to isomorphic algebras — we will encounter such a
case in Sect. 3 below.

It is obvious from the definition given above, that a p-
cochain can be realized as a G-valued left invariant (LI)
p-form on the group manifold G corresponding to G, with
the generators TA now extended to LI vector fields. De-
noting by {ΠA} the LI 1-forms on G dual to the genera-
tors {TB}, 〈

ΠA, TB

〉
= δ A

B , (10)

we write ψ(p) as

ψ(p) ≡ ψB ⊗ TB =
1
p!

ψA1...Ap

B ΠA1 . . . ΠAp ⊗ TB .

(11)
Then the action of s given in (18) coincides with that of
an exterior covariant derivative ∇,

∇(ψA ⊗ TA) = (dψA + ΩA
BψB) ⊗ TA , (12)

with the connection 1-form Ω given by

ΩA
B = fRB

AΠR , (i.e., ∇TA
TB = [TA, TB ]) .

(13)
The use of the differential forms language permits writing
out cochains as geometrical objects, as in (11), rather than
listing their components, a practice we adhere to in the
following.

3. STABLE QUANTUM RELATIVISTIC KINE-
MATICS

In this section we engage on the search of a stable Lie
algebra containing relativisic and quantum effects. Our
starting point will be the fifteen-generator algebra GPH(q)

(for “Poincaré - Heisenberg”),

[Jμν , Jρσ] = i
(
gμσJνρ + gνρJμσ − gμρJνσ − gνσJμρ

)
(14)

[Jρσ, Pμ] = i
(
gμσPρ − gμρPσ

)
(15)

[Jρσ, Zμ] = i
(
gμσZρ − gμρZσ

)
(16)

[Pμ, Zν ] = i q gμνM , (17)

where Jμν are the generators of the Lorentz group, Pμ

are the momenta, Zμ are generally identified with the po-
sitions (an interpretation we will soon challenge) and M
is a central generator whose only function in the liter-
ature is to render the r.h.s. of the (covariant form of the)
Heisenberg commutator, Eq. (17), linear in the generators
— to our knowledge, its physical nature has never been
clarified. Its omission, which is known to occur, leads
to spurious non-linearities forced by the Jacobi identi-
ties. This happened in the first work to deal with non-
commuting spacetime coordinates, (11), and was pointed
out in (12), with the story repeating itself almost sixty
years later in (5), (2), respectively. For the moment, we
regard GPH(q) as an abstract Lie algebra, devoid of any
physical connotations, and inquire about its stability. Re-
lated works are (7; 6).

The 2-cochain μPH(q), corresponding to GPH(q), is given
by

μPH(q) =
1
2
ΠαρΠ β

ρ ⊗ Jαβ + ΠαρΠρ ⊗ Pα

+ ΠαρΠρ̇ ⊗ Zα + qΠμΠμ̇ ⊗ M , (18)

where undotted indices in forms refer to P ’s and dotted
ones to Z’s, so that, e.g.,

〈
Πμ̇, Zν

〉
= δ μ

ν . Slightly abus-
ing notation, we will let ΠM denote the 1-form that de-
tects the generator M .

We find that H2(GPH(q)) is non-trivial (see (3) for the
details of the calculations on this section),

H2(GPH(q)) = {[0], [ζ1], [ζ2], [ζ3]} , (19)

where

ζ1 = ΠμΠM ⊗ Zμ +
q

2
ΠμΠν ⊗ Jμν (20)

ζ2 = −Πμ̇ΠM ⊗ Pμ +
q

2
Πμ̇Πν̇ ⊗ Jμν (21)

ζ3 = Πμ̇ΠM ⊗ Zμ − ΠμΠM ⊗ Pμ + qΠμΠν̇ ⊗ Jμν .
(22)

We also find that all anticommutators among the ζ’s van-
ish. Accordingly, an arbitrary linear combination ζ(
α) =
αiζi (sum over i implied), for finite αi, provides the finite
deformation GPH(q, 
α) of GPH(q). The deformed commu-
tators are

[Pμ, Zν ] = i qgμνM + i qα3Jμν (23)
[Pμ, Pν ] = i qα1Jμν (24)
[Zμ, Zν ] = i qα2Jμν (25)
[Pμ,M ] = −i α3Pμ + i α1Zμ (26)

[Zμ,M ] = −i α2Pμ + i α3Zμ , (27)
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Figure 1. The (α1, α2, α3) deformation space of GPH(q),
with a representative of each of the six equivalence
classes drawn. The two cones and the apex at the origin
correspond to unstable algebras – the rest of the space to
stable ones. For all classes, a representative exists with
α3 = 0 (the little spheres denote such representatives).
Standard quantum relativistic kinematics of a massive,
spinless particle lies at (0, q, 0), when the Z’s are inter-
preted as moment operators.

complemented by those in Eqs. (14)–(16). For a generic
deformation, the P ’s cease to commute among them-
selves, the same happens with the Z’s, M is no longer
central, while the Heisenberg commutator receives an ad-
ditional term, proportional to Jμν .

Is GPH(q, 
α) stable? We compute, again, the second co-
homology group and find

H2
(GPH(q, 
α)

)
=

{{[0]} if α2
3 �= α1α2

{[0], [χ]} if α2
3 = α1α2

, (28)

where χ = ζ1 + ζ2 satisfies �χ, χ� = 0. GPH(q, 
α) is,
accordingly, stable everywhere outside the instability sur-
face α2

3 = α1α2 in α-space. The latter represents a dou-
ble cone with the apex at the origin and its axis along
the first diagonal in the α1-α2 plane, parallel to χ (see
Fig. 1). We will refer to the various regions of α-space
with their relativistic nicknames (“future”, “past”, etc.),
with the positive α1-α2 quadrant lying in the future. It
is easily shown that there are six equivalence classes of
algebras, given by the regions the α-space is divided into
by the double light cone: future, past, elsewhere, future
cone, past cone, apex. For each of the above classes,
a representative exists with α3 = 0. An arbitrary point
in α-space may be brought on the α1-α2 plane by a ro-
tation in the Pμ-Zμ planes, P ′

μ = cos(θ)Pμ + sin(θ)Zμ,
Z ′

μ = − sin(θ)Pμ + cos(θ)Zμ, which rotates α-space by
an angle 2θ around the axis of the cone, counterclock-
wise as seen from the future. The αi, i = 1, 2, 3, are
fundamental constants of the theory of possibly Planck-
ian and/or cosmological origin (see, e.g., (5)).

As it has been pointed out in (6; 7), off the instability
cone, GPH(q, 
α) is isomorphic to some so(m, 6 − m),

where, taking α3 = 0, m depends on the signs of q, α1

and α2. Specifically, assuming q > 0,

GPH(q, α1, α2, α3 = 0) ∼=
⎧⎨
⎩

so(1, 5) if α1 > 0, α2 > 0
so(2, 4) if α1α2 < 0
so(3, 3) if α1 < 0, α2 < 0

.

(29)

4. SOME PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We deal, finally, with a number of interpretational issues.
First, we wish to discuss the physical meaning of the co-
product of Lie algebra generators. We use the Poincaré
algebra as an example, but the discussion applies to gen-
eral Lie algebras.

Consider the state of a particle which is represented by
a state vector |ψ〉 in some Hilbert space H. To a pos-
sible transformation of the system, e.g., a rotation Rαβγ

parametrized by Euler’s angles, one associates an oper-
ator D(Rαβγ), acting on H. Imagine now that, under
closer inspection, the particle is seen to be a bound state
of two other particles, say, particles 1 and 2. The state
space becomes H1 ⊗ H2, where Hi is the state space
of particle i. To rotate what is now known to be a two-
particle system, one applies the above rotation to each of
the constituent particle systems. This observation implies
that the operator representing Rαβγ in H1⊗H2 is simply
D1(Rαβγ) ⊗ D2(Rαβγ), where Di is the representation
of rotations in Hi. This is true for all representations Di

— we may accordingly conclude that the abstract rotation
operator Rαβγ acts on tensor products as Rαβγ ⊗ Rαβγ

and call this latter operator the coproduct Δ(Rαβγ) of
Rαβγ . The fact that rotations should compose in the same
way, whether applied to a simple or to a composite sys-
tem, is expressed algebraically by the requirement that
Δ(R1R2) = Δ(R1)Δ(R2). Summarizing, for all trans-
formations S in the Poincaré group, the coproduct Δ(S)
is grouplike,

Δ(S) = S ⊗ S , (30)

and Δ is an algebra homomorphism,

Δ(S1S2) = Δ(S1)Δ(S2) . (31)

Now write S = eA, with A in the Poincaré algebra GP and
define Δ to be linear in the entire U(GP), the universal
enveloping algebra3 of GP — a simple calculation then
shows that Δ(A) = A ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ A (this is a logarithm
turning a product into a sum, as usual). We conclude that
the generators of grouplike transformations are primitive,

Δ(A) = A ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ A , (32)

with Jtot = J1+J2 as the archetypal example from quan-
tum mechanics. In other words, the physical quantities
corresponding to generators of grouplike transformations
are additive under system composition. All Lie algebra

3More precisely, a certain topological completion of U(GP).



generators are of this nature. As a conclusion, only prim-
itive operators should be allowed as Lie algebra genera-
tors.

We have seen that all the generators of the Poincaré al-
gebra satisfy the primitiveness condition, but what about
the position operators Xμ? The answer is that Xμ is not
primitive. To begin with, it is rather obvious that position
is not an extensive quantity: if two particles are glued
together at xμ, their composite system is also located at
xμ, not at 2xμ. At the finite level, where the position
operators can be regarded as generators of translations in
momentum space, it is clear that translating each of the
two particles forming a composite system by k in mo-
mentum space, one ends up with the composite particle
being translated by 2k, not k. Either way, it becomes
evident that the position operators are not primitive and,
hence, cannot be taken as generators of a Lie algebra. At
the finite level, eaµXµ cannot serve as points on the group
manifold. This last consideration shows something about
the nature of the grouplike operator that should replace
eX , the logarithm of which would be acceptable as a Lie
algebra generator. Roughly speaking, it should somehow
translate the particle in momentum space by a quantity
proportional to its mass.

So, if Xμ is not primitive, what is its coproduct Δ(Xμ)?
The answer requires to clarify what are we going to ask
the position operator to do. For a single localized par-
ticle it is clear that Xμ should return its position, but
what should Xμ (via its coproduct Δ(Xμ)) do on a two-
particle system? Clearly, if the two particles are glued to-
gether and the composite system is localized, we should
get the same answer whether we operate with Xμ on the
composite particle or with Δ(Xμ) on the two-particle
system. When the two particles are far apart and/or
have different velocities, the natural demand would be
that Δ(Xμ) should return the position of their center-
of-momentum, which is the natural “effective position”
of a relativistic composite system4. The problem now
is that there exist various proposals for the definition of
the “effective position” of a composite relativistic sys-
tem, some of which imply that the latter does not be-
have as a 4-vector. In those cases, different observers
locate the center-of-momentum of a system at different
points. At the algebraic level, this means that Δ fails to be
a homomorphism of the J-X commutation relations, in
other words, the coproduct of the X’s, in the above cases,
does not even exist. For the definitions of the center-of-
momentum that do yield a 4-vector, the coproduct can be
read off from the expression for the center-of-momentum
coordinates of a two-particle system in terms of those of
the constituent particles.

In either case though, we know from experience that there
are composite systems the position of which , at least
approximately, behaves like a 4-vector, e.g., butterflies.
This implies that even though Δ(Xμ) may not exist, de-
pending on the definition of the center-of-momentum, it
is possible to define an approximate coproduct that works

4See, for example, the discussion in (10), p. 84.

on a restricted class of systems — intuitively, systems that
can fool the observer into believing that they are a single,
localized particle. As an example, consider the definition
for the center-of-momentum of a (non-interacting) two-
particle system given by


R =
E1
r1 + E2
r2

E
, (33)

where E ≡ E1 + E2 is the total energy of the system.
Clearly, 
R is not part of a 4-vector. Next, consider a sys-
tem such that in its center-of-momentum frame all ener-
gies Ei are nearly equal to the corresponding rest masses,
Ei

∼= mi — we call such systems psychron, from the
greek word for “cold”. For such a system ( 33) reduces to
the Newtonian formula for the center-of-mass. Moreover,
boosting to an arbitrary frame, all energies rescale by the
same γ-factor, which cancels, so the l.h.s. does transform
as a spatial vector. We conclude that, for psychron 2-
particle systems, the relation

m12x
μ
12 = m1x

μ
1 + m2x

μ
2 , (34)

where m12 ≡ m1 + m2, defines the effective position
x12 of the system as a 4-vector. So, if we denote by M
the mass operator (M2 = PμPμ), we conclude from( 34)
that the moment operator Zμ ≡ XμM is primitive when
applied to psychron systems.

To investigate the repercussions of the above interpreta-
tion of Zμ, consider the standard quantum relativistic al-
gebra GQR, where the P ’s and the X’s commute, and the
cross-relations are given by the Heisenberg commutator.
Then the Z-Z and the Z-M commutation relations are
fixed, and there is no a priori reason why they should
close linearly in the {J, P, Z, M} set. Nevertheless, we
find

[Zμ, Zν ] = i q(XμPν − XνPμ) , [Zμ, M ] = −i qPμ .
(35)

where [Xμ, f(P )] = −i q∂f(P )/∂Pμ was used5. Note
that the non-commutativity among the Z’s is a purely
quantum phenomenon (q �= 0), with no connection to
spacetime non-commutativity. We identify the r.h.s. of
the first equation as a multiple of the orbital angular mo-
mentum operator, Lμν = q−1(XμPν−XνPμ). Then, for
a massive, spinless particle,

[Zμ, Zν ] = i q2Jμν . (36)

A look at (25) and (27) shows that the above relations
are of exactly the form of those provided by the α2 de-
formation, with α2 = q. This means that GQR, the al-
gebra of standard quantum relativistic kinematics lies at
the point (0, q, 0) in α-space, having only one non-trivial
deformation available (along χ), which introduces non-
commutativity among the momenta. The above argument
shows that spacial non-commutativity, cannot of course
be ruled out, but is not an inevitable feature of stabiliza-
tion.

5Strictly speaking, this relation holds for functions f(P ) that can
be expanded in power series in P — nevertheless, the commutation
relations (35) are consistent with M2 = P µPµ and we do not require
anything more.



5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have taken in this paper the stability criterion to its ul-
timate consequences. Our systematic algebraic analysis
has provided a general map of the possible deformations,
establishing the uniqueness of previous results and shed-
ding light on various technical issues, in particular, the
interrelations among the deformations found. A funda-
mental departure from the standard picture has been our
identification of the Zμ generators with the moment oper-
ators of a (massive, spinless) particle, having concluded
that the position operators lack the essential property of
primitiveness, necessary for all Lie algebra generators.

We think that this work suggests some directions of study
that deserve further consideration. First, we would like
to generalize the concept of the moment operators to the
case of particles with spin, and/or zero mass. Second,
representation theoretical aspects of the problem should
be examined, in particular, a Wigner-type classification
should be carried through. It would also be of inter-
est to develop some degree of intuition regarding the de-
formed kinematics, e.g., by clarifying the coexistence of
the Lorentz contraction with an invariant length scale.

The hope is that, after two impressive (albeit a posteriori)
vindications of the stability criterion, in the form of the
relativistic and quantum revolutions, some true predic-
tions might await us further ahead the deformation path.
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